• an explicit, reproducible methodology;
• a systematic search that attempts to identify all studies that would meet the eligibility criteria;
• an assessment of the validity of the findings of the included studies, for example through the assessment of risk of bias; and
• a systematic presentation, and synthesis, of the characteristics and findings of the included studies Meta-analysis, the use of statistical approaches to summarise the results of independent studies, is also often included in systematic reviews.
Guidance for undertaking reviews has been developed over the years and two key documents are the Cochrane Handbook 4 and the University of York's Centre for Reviews and Dissemination guidance document. 5 There are also clear guidelines on how systematic reviews should be reported: the current guidelines, PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) 6 have replaced the QUOROM statement (Quality Of Reporting of Metaanalyses). Guidelines are also available for meta-analysis of observational studies. 7 Despite the availability of these guidance papers there is still a great deal of variation in the quality of systematic reviews, for example Glenny et al 8 highlighted that only 19% of dental systematic reviews attempted to identify all relevant studies.
Because of this it is important that readers should be in a position to critically appraise systematic reviews.
Appraisal questions and checklists
As with randomised controlled trials 9 a number of critical appraisal questions or checklists are available (see Table 1 ). There are also a number of textbooks and websites that provide information on critical appraisal (for links, see www.cebd.org/ practisingebd/appraise/resources-for-appraising/).
Despite the range of materials available for appraisal of papers there are only three essential questions that need to be asked of any paper:
• Is the study valid?
• What are the results?
• Are the results relevant locally ?
Is the study valid?
One of the first issues to address is whether the review's authors have clearly stated the question or questions they are trying to answer. The majority of systematic reviews address a narrowly focussed questions; for TOOLBOX Critical appraisal is one of the key skills of evidence-based practice and is now increasingly being taught in dental schools. Here we outline the key principles of appraising systematic reviews.
Derek Richards
Centre for Evidence-based Dentistry, Oxford, UK As with critically appraising randomised controlled trials 10 regular practice with like minded colleagues is a good way of developing your critical appraisal skills.
